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Available in sizes up to 24-disc (9ft. cut) the Sunmaster does excellent work in grain preparation. In the photograph, with scalloped discs on the front gang, it is taking the first cut through the stubble of a 16-bag crop, producing an erosion-resisting combination of lumpy tilth with the stubble in the surface soil. Later cross-working disposed of the stubble for sowing with the Suntyne. There is no ridging with the Sunmaster and built-in weight trays give excellent penetration.

For orchard and vineyard, the Sunmaster offers many advantages. Quickly set, it offsets well to either side. Outstanding rigidity and true tracking allow working as close to trees as desired. Automatic right-hand turning on 10 and 12-disc sizes gives time-saving continuous working. Other features include quick and easy angling, stronger but lighter construction, long-life bearings, transferable fender. Patented extensions and spring-loaded scrapers available. Ask for illustrated catalogue NOW!

See your Sunshine Agent, or write for full details